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A Look Ahead
What does 2013 have in store?
While we may not be able to predict the future, we are able to give you
an inside scoop on what we anticipate for the new year.
As 2012 is quickly winding down, we here at Litron are actively
planning for the coming year. With our growing customer base and ourr
existing customers increased order demands, we’re looking forward to
another year of steady growth.
ISO 13485 Certiciation is under way, NADCAP Certification is in the
works and AS9100 Certification is in the not too distant future. In
addition to the added certifications, we’ll be strategically improving
both the facilities and equipment to better utilize our floor space and
allow operators to be as efficient as possible.
Stay tuned for updates throughout the year!

Waves of Change
What’s going on at Litron?
► Joe Katusich has recently joined our Laser Services Division as a Production Quality Engineer (see below).
► Our plating line is steadily working towards NADCAP Certification, with the addition of a Chemical Engineer.
► Several Litron employees competed in the Rugged Maniac Mud Run this September (congrats to all that ran).
► Did you know Litron is more then just lasers? See page 2 for an overview of our full line of service offerings.

Department Profile
Joe Katusich - Quality Engineer
With over twenty-eight years of manufacturing experience and the last eight years as
a Quality Engineer in the Medical Device Industry, Joe Katusich is a welcome addition
to the Litron team. Prior to being a QE, Joe had various positions within quality for the
commercial, automotive and aerospace industries working as a supervisor for metrology
departments as well as inspection and R&D engineering.

Joe Katusich
Quality Engineer

Joe started with Litron in May of this year and currently holds the position of Production
Quality Engineer. Joe says “In my short time at Litron Medical, I’ve found it to be unique
and challenging which I feel is a direct result of our continued growth and success.
Litron’s team of professionals takes pride in satisfying the diverse needs of our customers
and is a great team to be a part of. I look forward to the future growth of Litron and the
challenges and success that it brings.”
Joe has been tasked with bringing a higher level of analysis and statistical processing to
each of the jobs that runs through our shop. Litron welcomes Joe aboard and we look
forward to seeing his efforts
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Did You Know?
Since our inception, Litron has always been the place to go to for almost everything dealing with lasers
(welding, hermetic sealing, cutting, marking, etc). Those items are still very much a part of our core
services, but did you know, that we’re more then just lasers? We have an entire division, at it’s own
facility, dedicated to machining, plating and feedthru integration. We have another division dedicated
to implantable medical device assembly.
All of these services are run from our two facilities located at Litron Aerospace (45 Bowles Rd, Agawam
MA) and Litron Medical (207 Bowles Rd, Agawam MA). We invite you to stop by, take a tour and see how
Litron’s turn-key manufacturing services can help support your needs.
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